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Bad Education 
Series 4

1. To save money, Hoburn tells which two teachers that she is going to have to get rid of one of their
departments unless they can prove the educational merits of their subjects?

2. After failing to sabotage each other, who convinces the two teachers to work together to save their
jobs?

3. What does Fraser accidentally send to the printer in alphabetical order causing him to panic and
struggling to hide his error from Hoburn?

4. When Hoburn receives an anonymous tip-off about Stephen's plans on taking his class to a Drag
brunch, who does Stephen ask for help to interrogate the pupils in order to find who is responsible?

5. After it is revealed that Mitchell was the culprit who reported Stephen for his plans to take his class
to a Drag brunch, how does Mitchell make amends with Stephen?

6. Fearing she is losing control of the school, Hoburn tries begins implementing stricter measures.
What does she implement for both pupils and teachers?

7. What type of 'experience' does Mitchell encourage Hoburn to try to teach the pupils discipline?

8. Usma plans on passing her English course by getting a story published in the school paper. Who does
she have a bet with, and if she wins, she becomes the new editor of the paper?

9. What secret society does Blessing become suspicious of Hoburn being a member of?

10. What do the class discover that Hoburn does secretly in her spare time?

11. What does Mitchell discover Hoburn is up to when she invites the school governors to the school
play?

12. At the school play, who reluctantly agrees to go on stage and play Meghan Markle in the second
act because his dad is in the audience?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Mitchell and Stephen
2. Class K
3. The entire internet
4. Mitchell
5. He brings Bianca Del Rio to the school
6. Takes their phones

7. A prison experience
8. Warren
9. Illuminati
10. Writes erotic fiction about Mitchell
11. Plans to get the school closed down
12. Inchez
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